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Carolina Gestri (Florence, 1989) is an art historian and curator. In 2013 she was selected for the training
programme CAMPO13, a course promoted by Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo (Turin) for young Italian
curators. In the same year she collaborated as external consultant with Museo Novecento (Florence) and founded
two curatorial collectives (“host” and “ones - office. a non exhibition space”). From 2015 to 2016 she worked at
Museo Marino Marini (Florence) following the production and the communication of the temporary exhibitions.
Since 2015 she is Project Coordinator of VISIO – European Programme on Artists’ Moving Images, promoted by
Lo schermo dell’arte Film Festival. She is co-founder and editorial assistant of KABUL magazine, a cultural
association and web magazine with the aim of defining a clear frame about the main theories of the international
debate and its reflections on the art production field. Since 2018 she is member of the curatorial committee of
Canteri Aperti Festival. In addition she is tutor at Istituto Marangoni (Florence) teaching exhibition planning and
technologies for art.

updated in May 2019

Her essays published on KABUL magazine reflects on how pop culture describes societies and on how today
artistic production pushes the audience to develop a different point of view on what it hears, sees and reads
everyday. To make public reach new awareness, it is important to encourage the viewer to take his/her time by
creating a display enhancing the dialogue between works and audience.
To do so, in her curatorial work she focuses on time based arts, in which she includes paint, and on displays
inspired by examples from the history of exhibition making. She reenacts them reflecting on the actual time of
fruition of a generic audience and the nature of the works shown. She is now going deeper to these topics,
defining possible connections between how we enjoy moving images and how we observe paintings, and
reflecting on the use of time, format/ratio, the frame concept and the role of the seats in the exhibition space.
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PART 1
PAINTING AS MOVING IMAGES | EXHIBITION EXAMPLE

2017

NO SUBJECT - Giulio Saverio Rossi, Solo Show, Localedue Bologna

ph. Carlo Favero

«The setting of Localedue is conceived thinking about the ratio of the five canvases, all in 16:9 as
cinema and TV screens. This kind of ratio is also known as “landscape format” because it is considered
to create the most immersive view. In the exhibition space the viewer is surrounded by HD images that,
after the multilayer pictorial translation in RGB made by the artist, have lost their definition and have
acquired shades and an out of focus effect. After this process, there is no immediate understanding of
the subject. Considering the way in which we all enjoy the television, decided to insert a bench inside
the exhibition space. The viewer is kindly invited to sit and enjoy the landscape, acquiring awareness on
the dynamics that shape our reality». (C. Gestri from the Booklet of No Subject)

«No Subject is a solo exhibition conceived for Localedue, Bologna. It consists of five paintings
of the same size canvas with a 16:9 proportion, and three benches. The depicted images
represent a subjective point of view of a digital landscape, selected from a preexisting video
that shows digital environments, created to be used as background for video games or
simulators. Looking at the paintings we are assuming the point of view of somebody else that
is a fictional character that doesn’t exist. The three benches define a new horizontal line along
the exhibition space and, according to M. Jakob, they create a imposition for the viewer’s
body». (G. S. Rossi)

2017

NO SUBJECT - Giulio Saverio Rossi, Solo Show, Localedue Bologna

Booklet of the exhibition

2017

NO SUBJECT - Giulio Saverio Rossi, Solo Show, Localedue Bologna

click on this icon to read the
extended version of this text
«Giulio told me about his studies on the landscape. He was considering both as a "technique of representation of the
country", and as a result of political, social, anthropological actions on the territory. He told me about the interest in digital
images since they are the only forms of landscape to use the linear perspective, now considered anachronistic in the
pictorial field, and the fish eye, able to get the viewer into the composition as suggested by the romantic paintings.
While he was speaking of this desire to surround the public with a landscape, a situation in which visitors manage to
"embrace with their eyes" (from the etymology of the landscape), immediately came to my mind the sensation experienced
at the Orangerie with Monet's Water Lilies and the function of the bench in those rooms. From there the proposal to put a
seat in the space.
Giulio accepted and told me about the essay he was reading in those days: “The Bench in the Garden” by Michael Jakob. It
all came very naturally, it was a game of cross-references solved in an hour's Skype call.
As a results, we thought of the setting as a continuous panorama to be enjoyed by sitting on a bench. Canvases were
hanging in a lowered position compared to the usual height. Because the entire exhibition space becomes part of No
Subject, we decided to apply outside of Localedue, alongside the entry, a caption to provide some useful tools for reading
the project to the public and passers-by». (ATP INTERVIEW)

2017

NO SUBJECT - Giulio Saverio Rossi, Solo Show, Localedue Bologna

DISPLAY INSPIRATIONS

RATIO : ENGAGEMENT

Allow the viewer to have the time to understand the
dynamics hidden inside the canvases.

16:9 aspect ratio is also known as “landscape” format. Someone considers it as the closest to the human one.
For this reason it can be considered the most engaging, but the debate is still open (as Ed Atkins proves).
«(…) 4:3 encloses more – it has less of a relationship to an expansive landscape and more to a close portrait.».,
Interview with Ed Atkins : Ed Atkins ‘Us Dead Talk Love’ at Chisenhale Gallery, London, 11 novembre 2012, «MOUSSE».

Musée de l'Orangerie, Paris
Mommy - Xavier Dolan, 2014

Mark Rothko Room, Tate Modern, London

PART 2
TEXTS FOR ARTISTS (selection)

ph. Marco Schiavone

2018

WOC - “Leone”, Spazio Buonasera, Turin (text for the exhibition )

click on this icon to read the
extended version of this text

2018

Lia Cecchin - “DADA POEM”, That’s IT, MAMbo (artist’s catalogue section)

Ph. Carlo Favero

L. Cecchin, DADA POEM (to a fearless female), 2018. Installation view at MAMbo, Bologna 2018.

2018

Elena Mazzi - “Self portrait with a whale backpack”, Chi utopia mangia le mele, Verona (catalogue entry)

PART 3
COLLECTIVE PROJECTS

2014
host

click on the camera to watch the video
dedicated to each exhibition

the project
“Every month in a new city of Italy. Every month a new apartment, a new space, new
meetings and new dialogues.”

click on the book to read the catalogue

host was born from the meeting of eight young curators in occasion of CAMPO 13, an
i n i t i at i v e o f Fo n d a z i o n e S a n d re t t o Re Re b a u d e n go, i n c o l l a b o rat i o n
with Fondazione per l’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea CRT, which supports the project
as part of RESÒ.
host is the union between journey, research and meeting.
From November 2013 to June 2014 the curators visit some Italian cities to get to know
artists, scripts and institutions experiencing the nomadic style of contemporary art
world.
Trying to get rid of the phantom of a temporary worker, devoid of certainty and forced
to act in a tiring search of stability, the curators treat mobility as an opportunity and a
bond of a creative process. host is a meta domestic space of experimentation, where it
is possible to activate the dynamics of creation, setting a common environment which
facilitates the birth of new art and curatorial projects. It is a temporary space where it
is possible to understand the need of a generation which contemplates the art system
with an aspiration of reflecting it in new languages.
Apartments
The apartment booked online where the curators settle down in their journey is
transformed for one evening into an exhibition area which hosts flash-like shows,
performances, lectures, video screenings etc. These activities serve as an
experimental area both for the curators and for the artists. The continuously changing
exhibition area represents the connection between the two professional sides and
serves as a stimulus for creation.

the catalogue dedicated to the 7 exhibitions

ARTISTS INVOLVED: Michela Depetris, Interno4 (Giulia Cenci, Giovanni Copelli, Nicola Melinelli,
Vincenzo Simone), Roberto Fassone, Alessandro Vizzini, Marco Gobbi, Lia Cecchin, Enrico Boccioletti,
Parasite2.0, Elena Radice

Curatorial board
Eight young curators from 23 to 30 years come from different regions of Italy and
Europe and have different university and professional background. Each member of
the board proposes the portfolio for the group which defines the artist more suitable for
the show.
The board of curators consists of Dario Giovanni Alì, Carolina Gestri, Marina
Loshchakova, Giorgio Micco, Caterina Molteni, Laura Perrone, Francesca Vason,
Stefano Vittorini

2014-2015

ones - office. a non exhibition space
the project
ones is a curatorial collective composed by Carolina
Gestri, Francesca Vason, Stefano Vittorini.

2014

Curate a Lot, The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog, Casa d’Aste Pananti,
Florence
ones - office. a non exhibition space
ph. Martino Margheri

ARTISTS INVOLVED: Enrico Boccioletti, Roberto Fassone
Curate a Lot was born from a reflection on the context, the Pananti Auction House in
Florence, where the curators of ones were asked to invite Italian artists to do an
exhibition. Some lots present in the catalogue of the Auction House Pananti,
dedicated to modern and contemporary art, were displayed in the exhibition and
were used as fount of inspirations by the artists invited for new productions. Here
the series of lots was conceived as a collection.

ones
is the acronym of “Office. A Non Exhibition Space ”.
ones
takes care of exhibitions, events, talks, ongoing
initiatives, blogs and editorial projects through which to
focus on the current art scene, especially in Italy.

ph. Martino Margheri

ones
is a work-specific, dynamic and flexible platform that
allows thinking about solutions and formalizations
suited to the characteristics and nature of each
project. It is an office, a desk-to-desk workplace that
promotes direct, informal, daily exchange, to build
ideas without the constraint of a fixed exhibition space.
ones
it is an operational base that responds to the need to
promote new relationships, directing the gaze to the
outside and encouraging the creation of initiatives of
different nature, to be proposed to interlocutors from
time to time different.
ones
takes the curatorial practice as a production, study and
content research activity, oriented towards multiple
types of audiences, a participated development
process that aims to feed a dense network of exchange
with artistic and extra-artistic realities.
ones
combines the experiences and visions of three
curators, training and their individual skills:
curatorship, exhibition design, the sphere of education
and communication.

Enrico Boccioletti e Roberto Fassone, Ansia da
prestazione, 2014

Roberto Fassone, Lotto 235 + PSPS (Your Weight in Gold), 2014

2015

Mass age, message, mess age, Barriera, Turin, 2015
ones - office. a non exhibition space
ARTIST INVOLVED: Elena Mazzi
Who wants to make the revolution as profession?’ Is sarcastically asking Bruno
Giorgini, professor of theoretical physic and ex-activist of Italian organization Lotta
Continua, during the workshop realized at Barriera space in preparation for the
exhibition. ‘Revolution is a constant way of being’, is answering back Cesare Alvazzi
del Frate, ex-partisan, as well part of the workshop.
Mass age, message, mess age project is part of a research that embraces complex
matters – the communication in time of revolution, its techniques and strategies and in
particular the possibility of making mistakes while passing on a message – able to
answer the need to identify dynamics and, stepping back, the guidelines that draw the
act of making a revolution, in order to understand the fundamental elements to apply
to all life sphere.
By developing a workshop that involved a group of young students from Turin
Universities and then an exhibition thought as a performance inspired to ‘Chiese
whispers’ game, Elena Mazzi used Barriera space as a lab, a place of active debate,
with the aim to create a possible ‘vocabulary of the revolution’.
ph. Nadia Pugliese

ph. Nadia Pugliese

ph. Nadia Pugliese

2015

Massa Carrara “Ipotenusa. Una mostra irrealizzabile” (TU35),
Centro per l'Arte Contemporanea Luigi Pecci - Officine Giovani,
Prato.
Curated by Federica Forti, ones. office - a non exhibition space (Carolina Gestri and Francesca Vason), Stefania Rinaldi
ARTISTS INVOLVED: Andrea Carpita, Alessio Chierico, Amedeo Desideri, Gabriele Dini, Alexis Leandro Estrella, James Harris, Alessia Prati, Carlotta Premazzi, Giuseppe
Renda, Giulio Saverio Rossi and the theater company Semi Cattivi
Hypotenuse is an utopian exhibition that should have been inspired by the analysis of the territory, Massa Carrara, strongly characterized by history and traditions, but
where the productions of the artists involved have led - unexpectedly - to solutions independent from its historical and cultural environment.
The different artistic researches are independent, decontextualized and lacking any relationship with the territory as if the intent was to “involve the imagination of the
spectator in a theatrical representation in which there is no scenography [as there is no context of the province] and in which the viewer can imagine different scenarios
every time "(F. Rossi, Semi Cattivi).

2015-2016

THE REAL JOB
a project by Lia Cecchin and Isamit Morales

click on the book to know
more about the project

TRJ is the platform born from an idea of Lia Cecchin (Feltre, 1987)
and Isamit Morales (Caracas, 1982) that has among its objectives
the mapping of all the works that artists and curators do to
maintain themselves and their own practice. The project records
the consequences that this double activity can generate,
questioning about the difficulties, advantages, prejudices and
stereotypes experienced by the artists performing a second job,
analyzing how a double job can impoverish or validate one's own
professional figure.
In Bologna TRJ used the 20 square meters of Localedue as a
place for gathering, processing and displaying data. From 3pm of
Thursday the 3rd of December until 3pm of Saturday the 5th of
December, the artists were present in the space to interact with
the guests in order to tell their research and increase it thanks to
the testimonies of those present. This long phase of
"brainstorming" led to the production of a single collective
document, a trace of the information recorded.

click on the headphones to
hear the spot

2016-2019
KABUL magazine

KABUL is:
- a contemporary Arts and Culture online magazine that employs various professionals in writing essays, interviews and
insights into the current Italian and international artistic scene;
- a digital platform open to the collaborations of artists, critics, curators and cultural operators;
- a digital archive of critical, curatorial and philosophical texts untranslated into Italian up until. Free download available on the
website.
Set with a localised vision, and not necessarily local, the project was born from the aspiration of its founders to create a critical
space for discussion, by establishing a network of multiple actors playing in the contemporary cultural and art system and
using their own critical tool to analyse the present times.

BOOKS

COLLABORATIONS:
in these years KABUL has developed projects in collaborations with art fairs and institutions such as Artissima Fair, DAMA,
Castello di Rivoli, PAV - Parco Arte Vivente, Sprint - Milano, OGR - Torino, Quadriennale di Roma, Centrale Fies - LIVE WORKS,
Fondazione Merz, Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo

ESSAYS (selection)

Strategies of cultural communication at the time of the Yuppies: the
case study of Per / for / mance on the pages of "La Repubblica"

The death of the hero as a result of mass culture and collective psychosis

Love the Way You Lie: an antidote to the "tinderization" of feelings

A study on Nicola Garrone, a journalist from "La Repubblica" who
adopted an innovative and effective method of communication to tell
readers about the performances of a young Paul McCarthy and Chris
Burden, comparing them to the Italian pop culture of the early 1980s.

A reflection on the intentions of the curator of the upcoming Berlin
Biennial through the post-apocalyptic and dystopian visions of George
Miller, the writings of Umberto Eco and the theories on the
dematerialization of the hero of Hito Steyerl and Franco Bifo Berardi,
passing by Mike Bongiorno.

How to overcome the use of art criticism through recurrent methods of
representing subjectivity: from the Post-avant-garde theater to Omer Fast,
from Disney Pixar to Ed Atkins and Xavier Dolan.

2018

CERTO CHE QUESTO MONDO È TUTTO DA RIFARE
COMINCIA A URLARE!
ARTISTS INVOLVED: Lia Cecchin, Riccardo Giacconi, Il Paese Nero, Caterina Erica Shanta
CERTO CHE QUESTO MONDO È TUTTO DA RIFARE COMINCIA A URLARE is a project curated by Carolina Gestri
and Gabriele Tosi that has among its objectives to communicate the interests and intentions of the scientific
committee that will take care, together with Alessandra Franetovich and Giulio Saverio Rossi, of the Cantieri
Aperti section dedicated to contemporary art in future editions of the festival.
The project can therefore be considered as the beginning of a journey that wants to give light, in the context of
Borgo del Ponte, to an alternative history of the country starting from its apparently more peripheral imagery or
being forgotten.
Also for this reason a format was chosen that would give back to the idea of a walk able to widen those historical
times that in the present have accumulated and solidified in an image that is certainly too rigid and therefore false.
The works included in this first project, by authors who share a generation, are characterized by a desire for free
study of that immense archive of data that are part of the recent history of the country. Although resolving in
different media, their character always appears ductile and in some ways national-popular, as if in the form of a
certain art the duality that, according to many, has always characterized the lights and shadows of Italian society,
has repercussions.
Luca Ruali and Mata Trifilò, Il Paese Nero, piazzale di Porta Genova a Borgo
del Ponte, ph. Debora Mei

Lia Cecchin, ASAP, deposito privato di Borgo del Ponte

Installation view – Riccardo
Giacconi, Due, vicolo di
Borgo del Ponte

PART 4
PROJECT COORDINATOR

2015-2016

Museo Marino Marini (selection)

Betty Woodman, curated by Vincenzo de Bellis, installation view
at Museo Marino Marini, 2015

Pablo Bronstein, Studi di scomposizione manierista, curated by
Alberto Salvadori and Leonardo Bigazzi, installation view, Museo
Marino Marin, 2015-2016

2015-2019

VISIO - Lo schermo dell’arte

VISIO. Next Generation Moving Images, curated by Leonardo Bigazzi,
installation view, Palazzo Strozzi, 2015

Directing the Real. Artists’ Films and Video in the 2010s, curated by Leonardo
Bigazzi, installation view, Palazzo Medici Riccardi, 2017

VISIO.Outside the Black Box, curated by Leonardo Bigazzi, installation view,
Cinema La Compagnia, 2016

European Identities. New Geographies in Artists’ Film and Video, curated by
Leonardo Bigazzi, installation view, Le Murate, 2018

